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Abstract. Recall the classical 15-puzzle, consisting of 15 sliding blocks in
a 4 ˆ 4 grid. Famously, the configuration space of this puzzle consists of two
connected components, corresponding to the odd and even permutations of the
symmetric group S15. In 1974, Wilson generalised sliding block puzzles beyond
the 4 ˆ 4 grid to arbitrary graphs (considering n ´ 1 sliding blocks on a graph
with n vertices), and characterised the graphs for which the corresponding
configuration space is connected.
In this work, we extend Wilson’s characterisation to sliding block puzzles

with an arbitrary number of blocks (potentially leaving more than one empty
vertex). For any graph, we determine how many empty vertices are neces-
sary to connect the corresponding configuration space, and more generally we
provide an algorithm to determine whether any two configurations are con-
nected. Our work may also be interpreted within the framework of Friends
and Strangers graphs, where empty vertices correspond to “social butterflies”
and sliding blocks to “asocial” people.

1. Introduction

Interest in sliding block puzzles dates back to the 15-puzzle, seemingly invented
by Noyes Chapman in 1874 (see [21] for an account of the fascinating history of the
puzzle). The game consists of fifteen movable square blocks numbered 1, 2, . . . , 15
and arranged within a 4 by 4 square box, leaving one empty space (see Figure 1).
The task at hand is to start from a given configuration of the numbered blocks
and reach the desired target configuration, where the only allowed move is to slide
a numbered block into an adjacent empty space. This task seemed to be unpre-
dictably either very easy to accomplish, or completely impossible, and the puzzle
turned into a worldwide sensation in the spring of 1880. A particularly challenging
instance, known as the “13-15-14 puzzle”, is where the initial and target configu-
ration differ by a single swap (historically this swap involved the blocks labelled 14
and 15). The craze of this puzzle was such that it consistently made newspaper
headlines in 1880, with an article of the New York Times lamenting it was “threat-
ening our free institutions” ([21, p9]). Various prizes were offered for anyone who
would solve this challenge at last — starting with a $25 set of teeth and culminating
with Sam Loyd’s famous $1,000 cash prize.
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Figure 1: Two configurations of the 15 puzzle are not necessarily
connected by elementary moves, depending on the parity of the initial

and target configurations.
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The notorious 13-15-14 challenge is now known to be impossible. The earliest
mathematical accounts were published shortly after the puzzle became a sensation.
Johnson and Storey (in tandem) [14] and Schubert [20] independently realised that
each configuration can be assigned a parity, and only configurations of the same
parity can be reached from each other.
It is natural to wonder how much of this analysis is dependent on the particular

setup of the 15-puzzle. Indeed, over the years, many versions and extensions of
the 15-puzzle have been proposed and studied, drawing the attention of those in
both recreational and academic communities (including Knuth and Coxeter). See
for example [2, 3, 22, 25, 26, 6, 10, 11, 18], [21, Chapter 9 and pp. 114–115 of
Chapter 7] and [12, B60, E19 and E20]. In Figure 2 we single out a particular
variation on the 15-puzzle, which we shall reuse later on in a few examples.

1

∅

1

∅

Figure 2: Henry Segerman’s coiled 15 wraps around the standard
15-puzzle on a cylinder, connecting the top left square with the bottom

right square.

Perhaps most famously, in 1974 Wilson [25] generalised the 15-puzzle to the
setting where blocks may be slid around on an arbitrary graph. Specifically, we can
consider a graph G and place a numbered block on all but one of the vertices. Then,
the only legal move is to move a block onto an empty adjacent vertex. Wilson gave a
complete characterisation of the graphs G for which the corresponding configuration
space is connected (in the language of graph theory, G should be biconnected and
non-bipartite, and not equal to a particular 7-vertex graph called θ0, see Figure 7)
Wilson’s theorem is not entirely the end of the story. As we have discussed, the

15-puzzle does not have a connected configuration space (its corresponding graph
G is bipartite). However, if we remove an additional block, leaving two empty
spaces, then it is easy to show that the configuration space becomes connected. In
general, for a given graph it is unclear exactly how much more power is granted
by the addition of more empty spaces. In this paper, we set out to understand the
full picture for sliding block puzzles in general graphs, with an arbitrary number
of empty spaces (see for example Figure 3). In particular, we provide a complete
answer to the following question.
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Figure 3: Nob Yoshigahara’s Black and White puzzle (1982) is an
example of a sliding block puzzle with more than one empty space.
The player must interchange the black and white tiles, respecting the
order of the letters. Note the immovable barriers between the rows in
bold. The corresponding underlying graph G is depicted on the right,

with the 4 empty spaces highlighted in grey.

Question. Given an arbitrary graph G, how many empty vertices are necessary to
connect all the configurations of its associated sliding block puzzle?

Remark 1.1. Unsurprisingly, connectedness of the configuration space is a property
that is monotone in k: if k empty vertices are enough to connect all configurations,
any number k1 ą k of empty vertices is certainly also enough to achieve connectiv-
ity. Although intuitively clear, this remark can be seen as a particular case of [8,
Proposition 2.1].

Friends and Strangers Graphs. Recently, Defant and Kravitz situated sliding
block puzzles as a special case of the broader framework of “friends and strangers
graphs”[8] (see also [7, 24, 1, 4, 13, 17, 16, 23]), which we shall recall and adopt in
the rest of this article.
Informally, in this new framework, one may think of sliding blocks as people

walking on an underlying simple graph G (e.g., the 4 by 4 grid graph in the case
of the 15 puzzle). Whenever two people find themselves at the endpoints of a
common edge of G, they may swap their position/vertex in G if and only if they
are friends with one another. In this context, an empty space can be seen as a
“social butterfly”, i.e. a person who is friends with everyone else. The friendships
are specified using a second graph F, in which each vertex corresponds to a fixed
person, and edges indicate friendships (see Figure 4). In our notation, we make use
of capital letters to denote the positions of the people (i.e. the vertices of G) and
lowercase letters to refer to the people themselves (i.e. the vertices of F), and say
that a person x P VpFq lies on a vertex X P VpGq.
Formally, given two simple graphs G and F on n vertices, the friends-and-

strangers graph FSpG,Fq is the graph whose vertex set is the set of bijections
σ : VpGq Ñ VpFq, where VpGq denotes the vertex set of a graph G. We call such a
bijection a configuration. Two configurations σ, σ1 : VpGq Ñ VpFq are then adjacent
in FSpG,Fq if and only if there exists an edge tA,Bu in G such that:

‚ tσpAq, σpBqu is an edge in F.
‚ σpAq “ σ1pBq and σpBq “ σ1pAq.
‚ σpCq “ σ1pCq, for all C P VpGq ´ tA,Bu.

When this is the case, the operation that transforms σ into σ1 is referred to as a
pG,Fq-friendly swap across tA,Bu in [8], or simply a swap across tA,Bu.
A vertex v P VpFq with degree n ´ 1 is called a social butterfly. On the other

hand, a vertex v P VpFq who is friends with nobody except social butterflies is called
asocial.
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Figure 4: The friendship graph F associated to the 15-puzzle (left)
and the coiled 15-puzzle (right) is the same star graph K1,15 on 16
vertices (middle). For each of these puzzles, a configuration is encoded

as a bijection from the vertices of G to those of F “ K1,15.

Example 1.2. The 15-puzzle can be encoded by setting G “ Path4 ˝Path4 and
setting F to be the complete bipartite graph K1,15 (i.e. the star graph with n ´ 1
edges). In this example, the centre of the star is the unique social butterfly and
everyone else is asocial. See Figure 4.

Example 1.3. The coiled 15-puzzle can be encoded using the same friendship graph
F “ K1,15 and setting G to be the 4 ˆ 4 grid graph Path4 ˝Path4 to which a
single edge joining the top-left and bottom-right vertex is added (for example). See
Figure 4.

The central question and results of this article may then be understood under
two different guises: either as the reconfiguration of sliding block puzzles using
empty spaces, or as the reconfiguration of an asocial crowd walking on a graph,
with the help of social butterflies.
In the case of the 15-puzzle — and more generally in Wilson’s paradigm —

the friendship graph F turns out to be a star graph (as seen in Example 1.2 and
Example 1.3). When considering multiple social butterflies, the right generalisation
of star graphs is that of generalised book graphs, as defined for example in [5]. Given
integers n ą k, we consider the k-book graph on n vertices Bpkq

n´k, consisting of n´k
copies of the complete graph Kk`1 on k ` 1 vertices, joined along a common Kk

(see Figure 5).

. . . . . . . . .

. . .
Kk

n− k

. . .. . .

n− 1

Figure 5: On the left, the star graph K1,n´1, alternatively seen as the
book graph B

p1q

n´1, with its single common vertex K1 highlited in grey.
On the right, a general k-book graph on n vertices, with its common

Kk indicated in grey.

Remark. Using our terminology, book graphs can be seen as the family of graphs
in which every person is either asocial or a social butterfly.

We may now reformulate our main question in the language of the friends and
strangers graphs:
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Question (Friends and Strangers reformulation). Given an arbitrary graph G on
n vertices, for which values of k is FSpG,B

pkq

n´kq connected? In other words, what is
the minimal number of social butterflies required to freely reconfigure all the people
on G if everyone else is asocial?

h2

h3

h1

h4

Figure 6: A graph with 4 maximal hallways h1, h2, h3 and h4

(highlighted in bold) of order 3, 2, 2, and 4 respectively.

To formulate our Main Theorem, which precisely answers this last question, we
first need to define the notion of a hallway. Recall first that a path P in the graph
G is a sequence P “ pX0, X1, . . . , Xnq of distinct vertices of G such that, for all
1 ď i ď n, Xi´1 and Xi are adjacent in G. The path P is said to be bare if all its
inner vertices have degree 2 in G. A vertex V P VpGq is a cut-vertex of G if removing
it increases the number of connected components of G. A hallway of order k in G

is a bare path H “ pX1, X2, . . . , Xkq in G between cut-vertices X1 and Xk that is
not part of any cycle (in particular, a single cut-vertex is a hallway of order 1). See
Figure 6. A hallway is called dark if its order is greater than or equal to k (the
relevant value of k will usually be clear from the context).

Figure 7: The θ0 graph.

Let us denote by κpGq the maximal order of a hallway in G. We then define the
function κ˚ : G Ñ t1, 2, . . . , nuYt8u to be equal to κpGq`1, except in the following
cases:

‚ If G is not connected, then κ˚pGq “ 8.
‚ If G is a cycle, then κ˚pGq “ n ´ 1.
‚ If G is either bipartite or the θ0 graph (defined on Figure 7), then κ˚pGq “ 2.

Main Theorem. Let G be an arbitrary graph on n vertices and let Bpkq

n´k be the

k-book graph on n vertices. The smallest k such that FSpG,B
pkq

n´kq is connected is
exactly κ˚pGq.

In other words, our Main Theorem states that the only obstructions to a con-
nected configuration space are cycles, bipartite graphs, the theta graph θ0, and
dark hallways.
Our Main Theorem can actually also be used to derive corollaries about the

connected components of FSpG,B
pkq

n´kq for general G and k (i.e. when FSpG,B
pkq

n´kq
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may not be connected). In particular, we describe an efficient algorithm for deter-
mining whether two configurations can be reached from each other, and we provide
a general formula for the number of connected components of FSpG,B

pkq

n´kq. See
Sections 5 and 6.

Remark 1.4. Since making this paper publicly available, we were made aware that
the statement of our Main Theorem has already appeared in the literature. Specif-
ically, this result (in different language) is claimed in a paper of Kornhauser, Miller
and Spirakis [?], appearing in the conference proceedings of FOCS’84 (which is a
conference in theoretical computer science; there are connections to memory man-
agement in distributed systems).
The authors do not include a proof of this result, but write that “the proof will be

in the final version”. As far as we can tell, no further version of their paper exists,
but we were able to find a proof in Kornhauser’s master’s thesis [?]. Kornhauser’s
proof is rather different to ours (in particular, we believe our proof is simpler), so
we have decided to pursue publication despite the result not being new.

2. Overview of the Proof

Before giving an informal overview of the proof of the Main Theorem, we begin
by recalling the situation for sliding block puzzles with exactly one empty ver-
tex. Wilson’s theorem [25] (together with some observations due to Defant and
Kravitz [8]) give a more-or-less complete description of the component structure of
FSpG,K1,n´1q, as follows. Recall that a graph is biconnected if it has no cut-vertex.

Wilson’s Theorem. Let G be a graph on n vertices. We have the following cases.

(0) n ď 2. In this case, FSpG,K1,n´1q is trivially connected.
(1) G is biconnected, not bipartite, not a cycle, and not θ0. In this case,

FSpG,K1,n´1q is connected.
(2) G is biconnected and bipartite, has at least 3 vertices, and is not a cycle.
In this case, FSpG,K1,n´1q has exactly two connected components of equal
size.

(3) G is not biconnected. In this case, it is easy to see that FSpG,K1,n´1q

is disconnected. One can further obtain a lower bound for the number of
connected components in terms of the number of cut-vertices (see [8, Propo-
sition 2.6]).

(4) G is a cycle. In this case, also discussed in [8], FSpG,K1,n´1q has as many
connected components as cyclic orders of t1, . . . , nu (i.e. n!{2 components
of size npn ´ 1q).

(5) G is the θ0 graph. FSpθ0,K1,n´1q is not connected, and one can obtain a
full description of the 6 connected components and their structure (see [25]
for the details).

Moreover, in the setting of (2), we have the following characterisation of
the components of FSpG,K1,n´1q. Under some chosen identification of both VpGq

and VpK1,n´1q with t1, 2, . . . , nu, configurations can be seen as permutations of
t1, 2, . . . , nu. Denoting by S P VpGq the vertex supporting the unique social butterfly
in the identity permutation/configuration, the two components of FSpθ0,K1,n´1q

correspond exactly to the permutations whose parity are the same (resp. the oppo-
site) as the parity of the distance in G between the vertex supporting their social
butterfly and S.
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. . .

Id (12 16) (2 12 13 5)(3 9)(6 9 11)

Figure 8:Wilson’s Theorem gives a simple criterion to check if two
configurations are connected when only 1 empty vertex is involved. In

particular, this answers the question of Figure 1.

Example 2.1. The first two configurations of the 15-puzzle shown on Figure 1
are trivially connected as they differ by a single flip. Alternatively, this can be
checked using Wilson’s Theorem: if we work under the identification where the
first configuration corresponds to the identity permutation (where 16 is mapped to
the empty vertex), the second configuration then corresponds to the transposition
p12 16q, see Figure 8. This permutation is odd, but so is the distance between
the empty spaces of the first and second configurations and they are thus in the
same connected component. Likewise, the last configuration shown in Figure 1 is
p2 12 13 5qp3 9qp6 9 11q, which is even. Since the empty spaces of the first and
last configurations are in the same position (and 0 is even), these configurations are
in fact also connected.

Example 2.2. Because the underlying graph of the coiled-15 (see Figure 2) is no
longer bipartite, case p1q of Wilson’s Theorem applies and all configurations become
connected.

Figure 9: A graph (left) and its associated block graph (right), with
its cut-vertices in black, 2 libraries in grey and all other blocks in

white.

In order to understand the situation when more social butterflies are involved,
we first recall that a block in a graph is a maximal biconnected subgraph, and we
recall that every connected graph G admits a canonical tree-like decomposition into
its blocks (see for example [9, Section 3.1]). More formally, let us denote the set of
cut-vertices of G by A and the set of blocks of G by B. The block graph is defined
to be the graph with vertex set AYB and edge set tAB |B P B, A P Bu. The block
graph of a connected graph G is a tree. We will further distinguish between blocks
consisting of a single edge and biconnected blocks on at least 3 vertices, the latter
of which we shall refer to as libraries (see Figure 9).
In order to prove our Main Theorem, we provide a variation of Wilson’s Theorem

which allows us to fully understand the situation on each library (see the Balloon
Lemma in the next section). We then show how one can use the block decomposition
of a graph to inductively bootstrap this strengthening and obtain an analysis of the
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whole graph from the individual analysis of each of its libraries. The intuition
for this latter step stems from the observation that hallways play a crucial role
in ferrying people across the block graph and in between libraries. Namely: if a
hallway is longer than the number of social butterflies available (i.e. if the hallway
is dark), we cannot ferry any asocial people across it, as follows.

Lemma 2.3. Fix any k ě 1. If G is a graph with a dark hallway, then FSpG,B
pkq

n´kq

is disconnected.

Lemma 2.3 is easy to see directly, but can also be seen as a corollary of [8,
Theorem 6.1], which more generally states that FSpG,Fq is disconnected whenever
G has a dark hallway and F has minimum degree at most k.
To establish our results, we shall heavily rely on the connectedness of

FSpG,B
pkq

n´kq for a few special types of graphs G which we analyse in Section 3,
in a series of lemmas of increasing generality.

3. the snake tongue, the stopwatch, the hourglass and the balloon

In this section, we establish connectivity of FSpG,B
pkq

n´kq for some special graphs
G. First we prove the Snake Tongue Lemma, then a series of lemmas culminating
in the Balloon Lemma, taking a short detour for the Hourglass Lemma.
To give a quick summary of how everything comes together: the proof of our

Main Theorem will be by induction; the Snake Tongue Lemma and the Balloon
Lemma are used in the inductive step (in particular, the Snake Tongue Lemma
will be used to ferry people across hallways), while the base cases of the induction
are provided by the Stringless Balloon Lemma (proved on the way to the Balloon
Lemma) and the Hourglass Lemma.
We point out to the reader that, in all the following lemmas, we implicitly make

use of Remark 1.1 in our proofs, which states that we need only provide each proof
for the smallest relevant k (usually k “ 2).
Our first special graph is the snake tongue graph Dn, n ě 4, defined as the

Dynkin diagram of type Dn, i.e. the graph on n vertices obtained from a path on
n´1 vertices by adding a leaf to the second-last vertex of the path (see Figure 10).

Remark. From now on, in all our figures, we shall indicate vertices occupied by
social butterflies in grey.

x

y

Figure 10: The snake tongue graph Dn can be reconfigured with
n ´ 2 social butterflies.

Snake Tongue Lemma. For all n P N, n´2 ď k ď n, FSpDn,B
pkq

n´kq is connected.

Proof. This is trivial if k ě n ´ 1, because then B
pkq

n´k is a clique and everyone
can move around freely. If k “ n ´ 2 there are only two asocial people, who can
exchange their positions by moving to the “tip of the snake tongue”, then moving
back in the opposite order. (Formally, this is a special case of [8, Theorem 6.5],
since Bpkq

n´k has minimum degree at least n ´ 2). □
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We next define the stopwatch graph SWn, n ě 2, as a cycle Cn´1 of length n´ 1
(the dial of the stopwatch) with an added leaf (the crown of the stopwatch), see
Figure 11. We denote by O and P the unique vertices of degree 1 and 3, respectively,
and write V1, . . . , Vn´2 for the other vertices (ordered around the dial, so that V1

and Vn´2 are neighbours of P ).

Stopwatch Lemma. For all n P N, 2 ď k ď n, FSpSWn,B
pkq

n´kq is connected.

Proof. It is enough to show that all configurations with a social butterfly on O can
be reached from each other, seeing as we can always bring a social butterfly to O.
Observe first that there is a sequence of swaps π which fixes the social butterfly on

O and cyclically permutes the people on the dial vertices V1, V2, . . . , Vn´2 (including
the social butterfly lying on P ) by one position. This permutation π can perhaps
be seen more intuitively in the language of sliding blocks: the empty space allows us
to slide all the non-empty blocks by one position along the dial (counter-clockwise
for example). Note that in this scenario, the empty vertex itself is seen as moving
clockwise n ´ 2 positions around the dial. This motion can be repeated as many
times as needed to obtain any power of π; we call this ticking the stopwatch.

y
z

x

P

O

V1

x
V2 π

x

y
z

π

yz

x

z

Vn−2

y

Figure 11: The Stopwatch Lemma: any person x in the dial of a
stopwatch can be removed and inserted back in the cycle between any
other two persons y and z lying on successive vertices of the dial. To
do so requires “ticking” the stopwatch the appropriate number of
times, storing x in the crown of the stopwatch, then ticking it some
more before inserting the stored person x back between y and z.

For all other reconfigurations, the key observation is that we can store any person
x in the crown: after ticking the stopwatch to bring x to P , we may swap it with the
social butterfly at O. While doing this, we can position the other social butterfly
left on the dial between any two people y and z lying on two chosen consecutive
vertices of the dial. We then tick the stopwatch until this last social butterfly now
lies on P , before swapping it with x to insert it back between z and y. Since
there is once again a social butterfly on O, we can repeat this entire operation as
many times as required, and all permutations can be reached by a sequence of such
insertions via the insertion sort algorithm (see for example [15, 5.2.1]). □

Corollary 3.1. For all k P t2, 3, . . . , 7u, FSpθ0,B
pkq

7´kq is connected.

Proof of Corollary 3.1. Notice that the θ0 graph can be seen as a stopwatch graph
SW6 with a single additional edge drawn between its crown and the unique vertex
at distance 4 from the crown. This additional edge only makes reconfiguration
easier. □

Next, we say that a graph H is an hourglass if it can be obtained by joining two
cycles at a single vertex, called its throat.
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T

X

Y

X

Y

Figure 12: An hourglass graph, consisting of two cycles joined at a
single throat vertex T . Its D4 snake tongue subgraph is highlighted in

bold.

Hourglass Lemma. For all n P N, 2 ď k ď n, if H is an hourglass on n vertices,
then FSpH,B

pkq

n´kq is connected.

Proof. Let H be an hourglass graph on n vertices and denote by X and Y its two
cycles joined at its throat vertex T . Denote by X (respectively Y ) one of the two
neighbours of T in X (respectively Y). We first note that there always lies a snake
tongue D4 in the throat of the hourglass, with its unique degree 3 vertex coinciding
with the throat vertex. Moreover, we may select it so that the (two-pointed) tip
of the tongue lies in X and the rest of the tongue in Y; see Figure 12. By bringing
two social butterflies to either T and X or T and Y , we can operate the Stopwatch
Lemma in either of the stopwatches induced by X Y Y or Y Y X. This allows us to
bring any person x in X (resp. y in Y) to a non-throat vertex of the snake tongue
lying in X (resp. Y). Using the Snake Tongue Lemma we may then exchange x
and y across T between X and Y. By repeatedly applying this procedure, we can
reach any desired partition of the people across X and Y. An application of the
Stopwatch Lemma in both X and Y is then enough to reconfigure the people in each
of the two cycles of the hourglass. □

We are now in a position to prove our last lemma, which establishes connectivity
of FSpG,B

pkq

n´kq for a much more general class of graphs called balloons. A graph Q
is a balloon if it can be obtained by adding a single leaf to a biconnected graph.
Balloons can thus be seen as a generalisation of stopwatches.

Balloon Lemma. Let Q be a balloon, obtained by adding a leaf O to a vertex P of
a biconnected graph G on pn´ 1q vertices. For all k ě 2, FSpQ,B

pkq

n´kq is connected.

On our way to prove the Balloon Lemma, we will also prove the following vari-
ation of it, which will be used in the base case of the induction of the proof of our
Main Theorem. This following lemma confirms our first impression that the addi-
tion of a second empty vertex/social butterfly grants us significantly more power —
recall that it allows one to connect all configurations of the 15-puzzle. We show that
more generally, two social butterflies are in fact enough to guarantee connectivity
for all biconnected graphs except cycles (i.e. unlike in Wilson’s Theorem, neither
bipartite graphs nor the θ0 graph are problematic).

Stringless Balloon Lemma. Let 2 ď k ď n and consider a biconnected graph G
on n vertices which is not a cycle of length strictly greater than k ` 1. The friends
and strangers graph FSpG,B

pkq

n´kq is connected.
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Proof of the Stringless Balloon Lemma. If G happens to be the θ0 graph, the lemma
is already given by Corollary 3.1. If G is a cycle on fewer than k ` 1 vertices, or
if G consists of a single edge, the result is trivial. If G ‰ θ0 is not bipartite, then
FSpG,B

pkq

n´kq is connected for any positive k and there is nothing further to prove.
So, let G be a biconnected bipartite graph on at least three vertices which is not a
cycle.
Recall the characterisation of the components of FSpG,B

p1q

n´1q in case (2) of Wil-
son’s Theorem (there are two connected components with an explicit description
in terms of parity). Identifying once again VpGq and VpB

pkq

n´kq with t1, 2, . . . , nu,
it is enough to show that there exist configurations (seen as permutations in this
context) σ and σ1, reachable from each other, which fix a social butterfly on some
arbitrary vertex X of G but have opposite parities. Because the Stopwatch Lemma
allows full reconfiguration of the stopwatch, and thus allows one to obtain a per-
mutation of arbitrary signature of its dial, it is enough to see that G contains a
stopwatch. Indeed, G is biconnected with at least 3 vertices and thus contains a
cycle. Consider a shortest such cycle C. Since G ‰ C is connected, there is an
additional edge incident to C, with which we may form a stopwatch. □

O

P
X

C

x

O

P
X

x

C

O

P
X

C

x

Figure 13: The sequence of reconfigurations from σ to σ1. The grey
hatchings indicate the completion of the same configuration as the

target configuration σ1, restricted to the hatched area.

Proof of the Balloon Lemma. Let B be a balloon, obtained by adding a leaf O to
a vertex P of a biconnected graph G on pn ´ 1q vertices. The case where G is a
cycle is already treated by the the Stopwatch Lemma, and the case where G is an
edge is trivial. Suppose then that G is a biconnected graph which is not a cycle.
We consider two configurations σ and σ1 of B with social butterflies positioned on
O and P , and show that these configurations can be reached from each other (it is
always easy to bring two social butterflies to O and P ).
Since G is biconnected, it has a cycle C containing P . Let us call X one of the

two neighbours of P on C and call x the person lying on X in the configuration
σ. We begin by swapping x successively with the two social butterflies lying on P
and O, so that x is now lying on O and the two social butterflies on P and X. We
may then apply the Stringless Balloon Lemma to reconfigure G as we wish, leaving
O and P fixed. In particular, we may choose to reach a configuration σ1 such that
σ1 and σ1 agree on everything but C, and share the same set of people lying on C.
We then swap back x onto X, bringing back the two social butterflies to rest on O
and P . To finish the proof, we then apply the Stopwatch Lemma to reconfigure the
stopwatch obtained by adding the leaf O at P to the cycle C to match σ1 on C. □

4. Proof of the Main Theorem

Rough Sketch of the Proof. We first recall that FSpG,B
pkq

n´kq is disconnected
if there exist dark hallways in G (Lemma 2.3). This observation combined with
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Wilson’s Theorem yields a lower bound of κ˚pGq on the smallest k such that
FSpG,B

pkq

n´kq is connected. We may then focus on proving the upper bound. Note

also that if G is not connected, neither is FSpG,B
pkq

n´kq (hence the infinite value of
κ˚) and we may thus restrict our attention to connected graphs.
As outlined in Section 2, we wish to bootstrap our analysis of each library. We

do this by induction on the number of blocks.
The structure of our proof is as follows. We first isolate a block of G corresponding

to a leaf of its block graph. Let us call this block L. Since blocks intersect in
unique cut-vertices, L intersects its neighbouring block in a single cut-vertex which
we denote by V . Let us call A the subgraph of G induced by the union of the
complement of VpLq with V . (So, A and L partition the edges of G, and they share
a single vertex V ). Our proof then consists of two main ingredients. First, we
need to show that we can ferry people across V between A and L to reach any
desired “people-partition” between L and A (Lemma B). More specifically, we will
single out a special type of partition which we call balanced ; such partitions roughly
speaking have the social butterflies balanced between the two sides A and L in a
way that facilitates induction (the exact definition will be given shortly thereafter).
Second, we need to show that all the configurations which feature the same balanced
partition can be reached from one another.

σ

π

Figure 14: A pictorial overview of the proof of the main theorem:
configurations sharing the same balanced partition are connected to
one another in FSpG,B

pkq

n´kq (hatched in grey). Every non-balanced
configuration has a path to all these connected configurations.

Geometrically, our two steps correspond to showing the existence of subgraphs
of FSpG,B

pkq

n´kq (one for each balanced partition) such that every pair of vertices in
these subgraphs can be reached from one another — note that this might involve
leaving the subgraph — and spelling out a path from any configuration σ to any of
these subgraphs (see Figure 14).

The Base Cases. Because of the peculiar role played by cycles in our theorem,
we need two different base cases for our induction:

12
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‚ Case 1: G is an hourglass (which has two blocks). In this case,
κpGq “ κ˚pGq “ 2, and the Main Theorem follows from the Hourglass
Lemma.

‚ Case 2: G consists of a single block (i.e. it is biconnected). In this case
κpGq “ 1, but κ˚pGq depends on the structure of G.
– If G ‰ θ0 is non-bipartite then κ˚pGq “ 1 and the desired result follows
from Wilson’s Theorem.
– If G “ θ0 or G is bipartite then κ˚pGq “ 2. At least two social butterflies
are necessary for connectedness by Wilson’s Theorem, and two social
butterflies suffice by the Stringless Balloon Lemma.
– If G is a cycle then κ˚pGq “ n ´ 1. It is impossible to change the
relative order of the asocial people around the cycle, so FSpG,B

pkq

n´kq

is connected if and only if k ě n ´ 1 (i.e. there is at most one asocial
person).

The Induction Step. Now, fix a connected graph G on n vertices, which is not
an hourglass and has at least two blocks. Suppose that the Main Theorem holds
for all subgraphs of G with fewer blocks than G. We will prove the Main Theorem
for G.
Let us fix k ď n and assume that G does not contain any dark hallways. Our

goal is to prove that FSpG,B
pkq

n´kq is connected as in the Rough Sketch of the Proof.
Fix a leaf L of the block graph of G, and let A be subgraph induced by the union of
the complement of L with V , where V is the unique cut-vertex separating A from
L. Since G is not an hourglass, we may choose the leaf L in such a way that A is
not a cycle.
We define a block party to be a partition pX,Yq of VpB

pkq

n´kq into two sets of size
|X| “ |A| and |Y| “ |L|´1. For a block party pX,Yq we then say that a configuration
σ is pX,Yq-balanced if the following conditions hold:

(1) The people of X are the ones lying in A, i.e. σpVpAqq “ X.
(2) The people of Y are the ones lying in L ´ tV u, i.e. σpVpLq ´ tV uq “ Y.
(3) There is a social butterfly lying on the cut-vertex V and on a vertex of A
adjacent to V .

(4) Either there are no social butterflies in Y, or X consists entirely of social
butterflies (roughly speaking, we want all the social butterflies to be in A,
but if there are more than |A| social butterflies we allow some of them to
overflow into Y).

If pX,Yq has the right number of social butterflies in X and in Y for a pX,Yq-
balanced configuration to exist, then we say pX,Yq is a balanced block party.
Furthermore, we can associate to every configuration σ a unique block party
pXσ,Yσq :“ pσpVpAqq, σpVpLq ´ tV uqq. For each balanced block party pX,Yq, we
define the pX,Yq-cluster to be the set of configurations whose associated block
party is pX,Yq.
As outlined in the Rough Sketch of the Proof at the start of this section, there

are two main ingredients to our proof.

Lemma A. For every balanced block party pX,Yq, all the configurations in the
pX,Yq-cluster are part of the same connected component of FSpG,B

pkq

n´kq.

Lemma B. For every configuration σ, and for every balanced block party pX,Yq,
there exists a path in FSpG,B

pkq

n´kq between σ and the pX,Yq-cluster.

Proof of Lemma A. Let σ and σ1 be two pX,Yq-balanced configurations. Our aim
is to construct a sequence of swaps from σ to σ1.

13
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A

L

Q

V

P
A

L

Q

V

P
A

L

Q

V

P

σ σ′σ1

Figure 15: The sequence of reconfigurations from σ to σ1. The
hatchings indicate the completion of the same configuration as the

target configuration σ1, restricted to the hatched area.

By assumption, G does not have any dark hallways, and thus neither does A.
Since A is not a cycle, we may use our induction assumption to reconfigure A in
isolation to reach a pX,Yq-balanced configuration σ1 which agrees with σ1 on A

(i.e. σ1|A “ σ1|A). Since σ1 is balanced, we can select a neighbour P of V in A

supporting a social butterfly. The subgraph induced by the union of P with L

forms a balloon and two social butterflies lie on P and V . Thus, we may apply the
Balloon Lemma to reconfigure L ´ tV u as needed and reach σ1. □

We have now verified that all configurations lying inside a cluster of balanced
configurations corresponding to a fixed balanced block party are connected to one
another. To complete the proof, we exhibit a path from any configuration to any
balanced cluster.

Proof of Lemma B. Let us fix a configuration σ and its associated block party
pXσ,Yσq, together with the target balanced block party pX,Yq. We begin by suc-
cessively bringing as many as possible of k available social butterflies to A, thereby
reaching an pX1,Y1q-balanced configuration σ1 for some balanced block party pX1,Y1q.
We want to show that for any asocial people x P X and y P Y, there is always an
sequence of swaps which allows us to alter pX1,Y1q by “trading x with y”, as follows.

Claim. For all asocial x P X1 and y P Y1, there exists a sequence of swaps which
takes σ1 to some pX1 Y tyu ´ txu,Y1 Y txu ´ tyuq-balanced configuration.

The above claim suffices to prove Lemma A: indeed, we can reach pX,Yq from
pX1,Y1q by repeatedly trading people between the two parts.

Proof of the claim. First, note that if A is a path, then the assumption that there
do not exist any dark hallways forces A to be a path of length at most k, and
the desired result is trivial (in the pX1,Y1q-balanced configuration σ1, only social
butterflies lie in A).
So, we may assume A is not a path. Similarly to the proof of the Hourglass

Lemma, we find an adequately short snake tongue subgraph in G, straddling V and
extending into both A and L (see Figure 16), so that we may use the Snake Tongue
Lemma to ferry people across V . To be precise, the fact we need is as follows.

Fact. There always exists a snake tongue subgraph Dm, 4 ď m ď k ` 1, such that
the entirety of Dm is contained in A, save for the very last edge of the “back” of
the tongue which lies in L.
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A

L

Y

V V

X X ′

Y

x

X X ′

V

Y

X X ′

x

y

V

Y

X X ′

x

y

Figure 16: The sequence of swaps to alter pX1,Y1
q by trading x with y.

This snake tongue can be found by exploring from V into A. If V has two neigh-
bours in A we have immediately found a suitable snake tongue D4, and otherwise
the desired snake tongue amounts to a vertex of degree d ě 3 in VpAq Y tV u within
distance at most k´1 of V . If we cannot find such a snake tongue, then the depth-
pk ´ 1q neighbourhood of V in A must be a path. Since A has no dark hallways,
this means A itself must be a path, contradicting the assumption we made at the
start of the proof of the claim.
Proceeding with the proof of the claim, let us write X and X 1 for the two vertices

at the tip of the snake tongue graph Dm, and Y for its back vertex (see Figure 16).
Since A is not a cycle, our induction assumption guarantees that we may reconfigure
A as desired. In particular, we may bring any person x P X1 to X and saturate the
rest of Dm X A with m ´ 1 ď k social butterflies. Note that V has a neighbour
X2 ‰ X in Dm (if m “ 4 we take X2 “ X 1, and otherwise we let X 1 be a vertex
on the path section of the snake tongue). The subgraph induced by X2 and L is a
balloon, and two social butterflies now lie on X2 and V . We may thus apply the
Balloon Lemma in L to bring any person y P Y1 to Y . The Snake Tongue Lemma
then allows us to reconfigure Dm so that y now lies on X and x on Y . This final
configuration σx,y satisfies the conclusion of the claim. □

□

5. A simple algorithm to determine when two configurations are
connected

The ideas in the proof of our Main Theorem can be straightforwardly adapted
to provide an algorithm that determines whether two configurations can be reached
from each other.

L1 L1

Figure 17: The social circles of the graph G for k “ 1 (left diagram)
and k “ 2 (right diagram).
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Given a connected graph G (and some k), a connected subgraph G1 of G is called
well-lit if it does not contain any dark hallways. A maximal well-lit subgraph is
called a social circle (see Figure 17). By construction, the social circles of a graph
G cover all of its vertices. It is easy to see that all social circles contain at least k
vertices (in fact, unless k “ n, each social circle contains at least k` 1 vertices, but
we will not need this fact).
Setting aside issues related to the exceptions in Wilson’s Theorem, our Main

Theorem allows one to freely reconfigure inside each social circle. Thus, to check
that two configurations can be reached from each other, we need only verify that
each social circle contains the same set of people in both configurations, and further
consider the conditions of Wilson’s Theorem within each social circle.
To be more precise, consider the social circles L1,L2, . . . ,Lm of G. For all i P rms,

we arbitrarily fix a set Oi of k vertices in the social circle Li. The key observation
is that if all k social butterflies lie on the vertices in Oi, then none of the other
asocial people who are in Li at that point can ever leave Li (since asocial people
cannot traverse dark hallways). That is to say, if we have two configurations σi, τi
for which the k social butterflies lie in Oi, then we have no hope of reaching τi
from σi unless Li contains the same set of people in σi and τi. But note that for
any configurations σ, τ , we can always reach some configuration σi from σ, and
some configuration τi from τ , such that σi, τi have the k social butterflies lying in
Oi (indeed, social butterflies can move freely through the graph, displacing asocial
people as they move).
Below we present an algorithm applying these observations to check if two config-

urations can be reached from each other. For ease of notation, given a social circle
L in a graph G, and some σ P VpFSpG,B

pkq

n´kqq, we write σ|L for the restriction of σ
to the vertices in L. If we write nL and kσ,L for the number of vertices in L and
the number of social butterflies in L with respect to σ, then σpVpLqq is a set of nL

people including kσ,L social butterflies. We can therefore identify σpVpLqq with the

vertex set of Bpkσ,Lq

nL´kσ,L
, and view σ|L as a vertex of FSpL,B

pkσ,Lq

nL´kσ,L
q.

Connectpppσ, τ,G, kqqq Checking if two configurations σ and τ are connected

Consider the social circles L1,L2, . . . ,Lm of G.
Fix a set Oi of k vertices in each social circle Li.
for i “ 1, 2, . . . ,m do
Consider configurations σi, τi obtained from σ, τ by arbitrarily moving
all social butterflies to Oi.
Run SocialCirclepppσi, τi,Li, kqqq

end for
Return “CONNECTED”
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SocialCirclepppσi, τi,Li, kqqq Checking connectivity in the social circle Li

if σipVpLiqq ‰ τipVpLiqq then
Return “NOT CONNECTED”

end if
if k ă |Li| ´ 1 and Li is a cycle then
if the cyclic ordering of σi and τi differ then
Return “NOT CONNECTED”

end if
end if
if k “ 1 then
if Li is bipartite then
if σi and τi do not share the same parity then
Return “NOT CONNECTED”

end if
else if Li – θ0 then
If we have reached this point then σipVpLiqq “ τipVpLiqq.
Note that σi|Li and τi|Li can then be viewed as vertices of
FSpLi, B

p1q

7´1q – FSpθ0, B
p1q7 ´ 1q, which is a specific graph on 7! ver-

tices with 6 connected components (characterised in [25]).

if σi|Li and τi|Li are in different components of FSpLi, B
p1q

7´1q then
Return “NOT CONNECTED”

end if
end if

end if

We note that the above algorithm is efficient (i.e. it terminates in polynomial
time). Let n, e,m be the number of vertices, edges and social circles of G. First,
we note that the blocks and cut-vertices of G can be found in time Opn ` eq ([19]),
after which the social circles can be returned in time Opknq. The operation of
“moving” the social butterflies to Oi requires computing which people get pulled
out of Li as the social butterflies enter it, but this can be done in time Opknq before
actually entering the for loop, by computing paths between all social butterflies
and all social circles . Regarding SocialCircle, all the criteria take Op|Li|q time to
compute. Since

ř

i |Li| ă kn, the overall running time of our algorithm is Opkn`eq.

6. The number of components of the friends and strangers graph

The previous algorithm not only informs us on the connectivity between two
particular configurations, but also shows the following:

Corollary 6.1. The number of connected components of FSpG,B
pkq

n´kq is precisely

ˆ

n ´ k

|L1| ´ k, |L2| ´ k, . . . , |Lm| ´ k

˙

¨

m
ź

i“1

λi,

where λi is defined to be equal to 1, except in the following cases:
‚ If k ă |Li| ´ 1 and Li is a cycle, λi :“

|Li|!
2 .

‚ If k “ 1, then:
– If Li is bipartite, but not a cycle, λi :“ 2.
– If Li ” θ0, λi :“ 6.

Indeed, the collection of asocial people lying in Li in the configuration σi, as i
ranges over rms, forms a partition of all asocial people. As shown by our previous
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algorithm, two configurations can be reached from one another if and only if they
agree on this partition and obey the additional constraints of Wilson’s Theorem.
This confirms that the previous formula is both a lower and an upper bound for
the number of connected components.
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